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i have a case class that is
defined as follows: case
class mycaseclass(a: int,
b: int) what is the best

way to get the values of
a and b from this class in
a method? i can get the

values by doing
mycaseclass.a, b, but

what if i want to get all
values? a: the preferred
way to do this is to use
the as[t] syntax: scala>

case class
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mycaseclass(a: int, b: int)
defined class

mycaseclass scala> myc
aseclass.asinstanceof[my

caseclass] res1:
mycaseclass =

mycaseclass(0,1) this is
preferable to having to
have a method which
simply returns a list of

the value of all the fields:
scala> case class

mycaseclass(a: int, b: int)
defined class
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mycaseclass scala> def
get(c: mycaseclass):

seq[int] = c.asinstanceof[
mycaseclass].map(_.
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